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Stephen Warner attended Gettysburg College from 1964-1968, a relatively quiet period in the college's history. According to a sampling of the Gettysburgian from the 1964-1965 academic year, the student newspaper did occasionally mention United States involvement in southeast Asia. However, there were no indications of widespread student concern about this matter at that time.

As a major in History, Steve Warner came to focus his interests on civil rights and social justice. His academic advisor, Roger Stemen, emeritus professor of History, described Warner as having been "radically intellectual, a non-collegiate type interested in the arts, history, and economics."

Stephen Warner was perceived by those who knew him to be open-minded and considerate of others, but intense about those social and ethical matters that concerned him most. He was on the staff of the Gettysburgian and eventually became a Feature Editor. He was instrumental in establishing new campus organizations, including a human relations forum and the Ad Hoc Committee Against the Vietnam War. During his senior year he was inducted into the Phi Beta Kappa National Honor Society. He also was accepted to the Yale University Law School.

Steve was drafted in June 1969, upon the completion of his first year at Yale. After finishing his army training at Fort Dix, New Jersey, he was ordered to a one-year tour of duty in Vietnam. Assigned to the public relations staff of Army Headquarters-Vietnam, his duties entailed writing feature stories about individual soldiers for distribution to the soldier's hometown newspaper. In addition, Steve wrote articles for military newspapers, including Stars and Stripes. Always aware of what was expected of him--to put the best spin possible on stories about the Army for dissemination to the U.S. public--he nevertheless made every effort to report things as he saw them. In doing his job, there was no requirement that he accompany troops into combat.

After settling into his new job as a journalist, Steve's letters to his parents began to evidence a growing frustration over the Army's management of the news. The command
to "paint out beads" at the bottom of one of the photographs on exhibit is representative of such management by the headquarters' reviewers (i.e., censors). The wearing of such bodily adornments, popularly known as Love Beads ("Make love, not war!") were not only in violation of military dress regulations, they were emotionally charged symbols of the antiwar protests being led by college students back home.

Some time shortly after his arrival in Vietnam, Steve discovered the work of Ernie Pyle, the great WWII foreign correspondent. "What sold me on Ernie Pyle," he writes to his parents, "was a book by him . . . it said 'He hates war but loves the men who have to fight them.' That about sums me up too!"

Among the most touching aspects of the last year of Steve's life was the deep concern he showed for his parents. His letters to them constantly offered reassurances of his safety and well-being. "Don't worry about me," he advised them in his last letter, "I'm having a ball and believe it or not the stuff I'm involved in isn't really that dangerous."

Stephen Warner was killed in an ambush near the Laotian border on February 14, 1971.

**Series Description**

This collection is divided into twenty-eight series.


**Scope and Content Note**

In addition to hundreds of photographs and negatives, the collection contains letters, manuscript notebooks and notepads, drafts of articles, and copies of feature stories printed in army publications written by Warner during his time in Southeast Asia. Other supporting materials in the collection include army publications on a variety of topics, including travel guides and cultural studies. For more information on Stephen and a view of some of his photographs, see our online exhibit *Stephen H. Warner, 1946-1971: Words and Pictures from the Vietnam War.*
Box 1

From Steve Warner to Mr. and Mrs. Harold Warner. Location where written provided, if available.

1-1

March 27, 1970. 6 pp.
April 6, 1970. 2 pp.
May 6, 1970. 4 pp.
June 8, 1970. 2 pp.
August 10, 1970. 1 p.
September 1, 1970. 3 pp.
September 8, 1970. 2 pp.
September 15, 1970. 1 p.
September 24, 1970. 1p.
October 30, 1970. 3 pp.
November 6, 1970. 2 pp.
November 6, 1970. 2 pp.
November 18, 1970. 3 pp.
February 8, 1971. 1 p.

**Series II. Letters (transcriptions): March 1970 - February 1971.**
From Steve Warner to Mr. and Mrs. Harold Warner (same as above).

1-2

March 27, 1970. 1 p.
April 6, 1970. 2 pp.
April 20, 1970. 1 p.
May 6, 1970. 4 pp.
June 8, 1970. 2 pp.
July 24, 1970. 3 pp.
July 31, 1970. 3 pp.
August 8, 1970. 1 p.
August 10, 1970. 1 p.
September 1, 1970. 4 pp.
September 8, 1970. 2 pp.
September 15, 1970. 1 p.
September 24, 1970. 1p.
October 30, 1970. 3 pp.
November 6, 1970. 2 pp.
November 6, 1970. 1 p.
November 12, 1970. 2 pp.
November 18, 1970. 3 pp.
December 5, 1970. 4 pp.
February 8, 1971. 1 p.

**Series III. Notebooks: January 1970 - January 1971, undated.**
7” x 10” spiral bound. Warner's own number system is used (written on the cover of each
book). Location where written provided, if available. Each notebook is approximately 70 pages.

1-3

1-4
6. undated.

**Box 2**

2-1
10. August 1970.
12. undated.

2-2

2-3
20. September 1970

**Box 3**

3-1

3-2

4½" x 7" spiral bound. Warner's own number system is used (written on the cover of each book). Location where written provided if available. Each notebook is approximately 40 pages.

3-3

**Box 4**

4-1
20. undated.


4-2
6. undated. 2 pp.
10. August 1970.

**Series V. Notes & Drafts:** **March 1970 - January 1971.**
Series includes handwritten and typed notes, some provided with subject heading (listed immediately after date). Also, early rough drafts of press releases are included with Warner's corrections and notations. Letter drafts (no originals) to Warner's commanding officers, interview notes, and rosters for various Army divisions make
up the remainder of the series.

4-3
March 5, 1970. handwritten notes. 1 p.
March 9, 1970. handwritten notes. 6 pp.
March 10, 1970. handwritten notes. 1 p.
March 12, 1970. handwritten notes. 1 p.

4-4
April 1, 1970. handwritten notes. 1 p.
April 13, 1970. handwritten notes. 1 p.
April 14, 1970. handwritten notes. 1 p.

4-5
May 6, 1970. Letter from "IS" to unknown recipient.
May 9, 1970. 1 p.
May 15, 1970. Draft of letter from Warner to unknown Army officer requesting permission to accompany US forces into Cambodia.

4-6

4-7

4-8

4-9
September 4, 1970. Letter to Sgt. Aycock regarding hometown article for Bravo 2/1 America Div., including actual article draft as well as notes. 5 pp.
September 30, 1970. Letter to Sgt. Aycock regarding Warner's article "The fixers waiting war." Includes two drafts of the actual article. (see August 16 for notes). 11 pp

Box 5

5-1
October 1, 1970. Letter to Sgt. Aycock regarding the fixer article, including a revised copy. 5 pp.
October 9, 1970. 2 pp.
October 14, 1970. Letter to Sgt. Aycock regarding hometown article for Delta 1st Cav. Unit, including draft copy of the article. 4 pp.

5-2

5-3
December 8, 1970. typed notes. 3 pp.

5-5

undated. handwritten notes. 1 p.
undated. typed notes. 2 pp.
undated. typed notes. 1 p.
undated. typed notes. 2 pp.
undated. typed notes. 4 pp.
undated. "And the band played on." 1 p.
undated. "Flying PX." 1 p.
undated. Listing of proper terms to be used in official press releases/news reports, by subject. 6 pp.
undated. Request for photographer. 1 p.
undated. Reason for going out for 3 weeks at one time. 1 p.
undated. Statistics for Tuan Tham action. 1 p.
undated. "Rice Cache" draft. 4 pp.
undated. "Rice Cache" draft. 7 pp.
undated. "Rice Cache" draft. 5 pp.
undated. "The fixers waiting war" draft. 7 pp.
undated. Photo caption write-ups. 1 p.
undated. Instructions for writing battle wrap-up. 2 pp.
undated. Roster: Bravo Hometowners 2/1 Americal Division. 5 pp.
undated. Roster: Alpha Hometowners 5/7 1st Cavalry Division. 5 pp.
undated. List of magazines. 1 p.
undated. List of publications. 1 p.
undated. Drug suppressor episodes. 7 pp.
undated. List of publications gathered by Warner. 4 pp.
undated. Soldier interview notes. 6 pp.

Issued by the United States Army Vietnam (USARV) Information Office, Long Binh. Official copies that would have been sent out to press agencies and hometown newspapers.
5-6
undated. "Local Soldier way out West - in 'Nam." 3 pp. (3 copies).
"Local Soldier back in good ol' 'Nam. 3 pp. (2 copies) + 2 pp. rough draft.
undated. "Local soldier completes trek across 'Nam. 4 pp.

Issued by the United States Army Vietnam (USARV) Information Office, Long Binh.
Official copies that would have been sent out to press agencies and hometown newspapers.

5-7
April 21, 1970. "GIs keep her busy." 1 p.
undated. 3 photos with typed captions.

Publications and research notes compiled for Warner's article on the role of service men's clubs established in Vietnam. Of special interest are information questionnaires filled out by the service women who were in charge of the clubs.

5-8
March 1970. USARV Fact Sheet: "Recreation Round-up." Details recreational and R&R programs for US soldiers, with Warner's highlights and notes in red pen. 4 pp.
April 8-9, 1970. Agenda for the service club director's seminar at Long Binh. 4 pp.
April 8-9, 1970. Typed notes concerning the service club director's seminar that Warner attended. 10 pp.
April 15, 1970. List of service clubs in operation, giving name, authorization, number of staff assigned, and remarks. 6 pp.
April 16, 1970. Typed notes concerning the Nah Trang service club. 3 pp.
undated. Background material for keynote speech of the service club director's seminar,
April 8, 1970. 6 pp. undated. Typed notes for article "She takes the US to GIs -
Debby Alexander. "1 p.
undated. Handwritten notes for service club article. 36 pp.
undated. Service club information questionnaires filled out by various service
club women, asking for information on the club that they work at, as well as:
college graduated from, year, major, and stateside address. 12 pp.

Though listed out of chronological order, the drafts are listed here in keeping with
Warner's own numbering system. Title provided is actual title of the release.

5-9

Box 6


6-1


October 20, 1970. Letter from Jane Orcudt to Public Information Office, USARV.


undated. Magazine page w/ inscription from Warner to his parents (photocopy). 1 p.

undated. American Red Cross services in emergencies. 6 pp.


undated. Snoopy cartoon strip from Chu Lai. 4 pp.

undated. Typed message. 1 p.

undated. US military payment certificate for 25 cents. 1 item.

Series XI. Military Publications, Department of Defense: June 1955 - April 1971. Series includes official publications issued by the United States Department of Defense concerning the Vietnam conflict. These were collected during Warner's tour and shipped to his parent's house in New Jersey at regular intervals during his service. They also include publications of the Department of the Army, United States Army Vietnam (USARV), United States Military Command Vietnam, United States Continental Army Command (Ft. Monroe, VA), and United States Army (Ft. Campbell, KY).

Department of Defense Office of Armed Forces Information and Education

6-2 Vietnam Review

6-3 Capsule Facts for the Armed Forces

6-4 Armed Forces Film Information Guide

6-5 Miscellaneous

6-6

6-7

Department of the Army

6-8 Pamphlets
Box 7

7-1 Troop Topics

7-2 Miscellaneous

Office of the Chief of Information
7-3 US Army Command Information Fact Sheets
No. 146 - November 24, 1969. "Correction activities taken by the army pertaining to non-appropriated fund activities." 3 pp (2 copies).

Third United States Army
7-4 Command Information Fact Sheets
1st Air Cavalry Division

7-5 Pamphlets

United States Army Vietnam (USARV)

7-6 Fact Sheets

7-7 Command Information Troop Topics

News Reports
Issued by daily by USARV Long Binh. Subjects of the day's reports are listed after issue date, as typed onto original copies.

1970 May 1. American division downs 34 enemy in Quang Tin province - Former sapper helps engineers destroy bridge. 4 pp.
May 2. American unit engage enemy in Cambodia - Long Binh firefighters find personal property at stake. 2 pp (2 copies).
May 3. US Army units in Cambodia report sparse enemy contact - Rutgers graduate solves communication problem - Engineers use ocean to solve unique problem. 4 pp.
May 4. Large cache finds uncovered in Cambodia - Support command sponsors Da Nang tour - Xuan Loc establishes community relations council. 5 pp.
May 5. Enemy cache finds continue in Cambodia - Vietnamese civilians aid engineers at Vung Tau quarry - School bells ring again for An Bang children.
May 6. Scattered action reported as cache finds continue - Medcap units find receptions vary - 1st signal brigade reports killing 44 enemy.
May 7. Skytroopers report killing 44 enemy - Engineers lending support in Cambodia push. 5 pp. May 8. Skytroopers down 88 enemy inside Cambodia - Screaming Eagles win re-up awards - Jinxed barber brings razors and incoming. 6 pp.
May 9. Skytroopers uncover two significant caches yesterday. 3 pp.
May 10. 1st Cavalry finds huge enemy caches - 1st aviation brigade provides over 3,000 sortie loads - Villages removed in Delta. 3 pp.
May 11. Army units uncover arms and rice, meets resistance in Cambodia. 4 pp.
May 12. 1st Cavalry, 25th Infantry dominate action - Acres of jungle removed in Delta. 6 pp.
May 13. 25th Infantry division GIs down 57 enemy - Kit Carsons learn English at Radcliff - Grid star turned Army lieutenant aids sports program in An Loc. 5 pp.

7-9
May 16. Enemy contact decreases while cache finds continue - Village atmosphere changes as engineers work - Vung Ro oilers deceptively productive. 5 pp.
May 18. Tropic Lightning troopers uncover cache in Cambodia - Reading program successful in Qui Nhon - Water buffalo no cure for medical team. 4 pp.
May 21. Cache finds continue, enemy contact light - Tropic Lightning soldiers to have fewer cavities. 4 pp.
May 22. Flintlocks found in cache uncovered by skytroopers - USARV parolees return to duty - Corvina children correspond with Qui Hhon 5th graders. 6 pp.
May 25. Red Catchers uncover munitions in border area - Student and teacher meet again in Vietnam - Cartoons a hit with Vietnamese. 4 pp.
May 27. Decreased activities reported by US Army units - C & C ship braves enemy fire to rescue downed pilots - 'Beer can tin' aids Saigon building. 4 pp.
May 28. Skytroopers see largest action of day - Vietnamese soldier helps make

Box 8

8-1

May 30. 36 enemy killed during attack on FSB Sun - American sergeant veteran of three wars, three armies - 'Red Devils' turn fire base over to ARVN. 6 pp.

June 1. Numerous caches found yesterday - Screaming Eagles (101st Airborne) aid Phong Dien refugees. 4 pp.


June 5. Light action, cache finds mark days activities - 'Ivymen' scare pants off enemy - A Message for Charlie. 4 pp.


June 7. Light action, several cache finds reported - GI's wife sends psyops message - 'Iron Lady' combs mine field. 3 pp.

June 8. Contact light, cache finds continue - Artillery adds lances and crossbows. 4 pp.

June 18. 1st Cavalry troopers find munitions, rice cache - 'Have guns, do travel' - Number of Hoi Chans increase in III corps. 5 pp.


June 22. 1st Cavalry troops find 29 tons of rice - Quite a feet - Fathers day in RVN. 4 pp.

June 24. 1st Cavalry action picks up - Larry Little: a big help - Only a 'foot' away. 4 pp.

June 25. Skytroopers find field equipment, ammunition - Giant GI grabs seven more VC - Mecap team aids Qui Hoa leprosarium. 5 pp.

June 27. Significant cache finds reported - A GIs compassion - "That other may live." 5 pp.

July 1. Americal downs 19 enemy soldiers - Fallen GI's parents aid orphanage - General Mills cream puffs. 3 pp.

August 27. CH-47 crashes - Dog points to enemy hiding spots - Demolition team's safety minded. 4 pp.

1971


Office of the Chief of Information

8-2 Command Information pamphlets


Tour 365 (magazine)


United States Military Assistance Command Vietnam (MACV)

Office of Information (MACOI)

8-3 Command Information Pamphlets

8-4 Information Sheets

8-5 Fact Sheets
5-70. "Cost-free life insurance." Includes September 18, 1970 letter from Capt. S. D. Serafin on the subject of support material for the command information program. 2 pp.

8-6 Pamphlets
7-69, March 1969. Pacification - The program that pays off. 24 pp

United States Continental Army Command, Fort Monroe, VA
Office of Information, Command Information Branch

8-7 Command Information Fact Sheets

United States Army, Fort Campbell, KY
Command Information Division

8-8 Command Information Topics
November 25, 1969. "Be Smart - Don't go AWOL." 13 pp (2 copies).

Troop Topics

Box 9


Department of State

Office of Media Services, Bureau of Public Affairs
9-1 Viet-Nam Information Notes

Issues in United States Foreign Policy

United States Mission in Vietnam, Saigon
9-2 Viet-Nam Documents and Research Notes
No. 71, January 1970. "Under the party's banner: Viet-Nam's military art has constantly developed and triumphed," by Colonel General Van Tien Dung. 36 pp (2 copies).
No. 73, February 1970. "Ideological deficiencies and lowered combat effectiveness." 9 pp (3 copies).

9-3
No. 74, February 1970. "Vietnamization . . . The Path leading to collapse." 30 pp (2 copies).
No. 76, April 1970. "Forty Years of party activity." 127 pp (2 copies)

9-4

Box 10
10-1

10-3 Background Papers

10-4

10-5

Box 11

11-1

11-2

11-3

11-4

11-5

11-6
December 2, 1970. Family - Army/Navy/AirForce Times
11-7

11-8

Box 12

12-1
Undated. "173d Airborne Brigade publicity booklet. 23 pp (2 copies).

12-2
Undated. "Vietnamese and American values and preferences in administration: Notes and Trends." From the US agency for international development. 5 pp (photocopy).
Undated. 173d Airborne Brigade press releases: sequence of significant events. 9 pp.

12-3
Undated. 199th Infantry Brigade (Sep) (Lt) press kit. Contains 2 newspapers, "Individual award winners" list, 3 pp., and 10 b&w press photos.

12-4

Publication title listed, as well as issuing branch in parentheses.

12-5 The First Team (1st Air Cavalry Division)

**Box 13**

13-1 *Uptight* (The Quarterly of the US Army, Vietnam)

13-2 *Typhoon* (1 Field Force, Vietnam)

13-3 *Skysoldier* (173d Airborne Brigade)
   Vol. 2, No. 5. Fall 1969.
   Undated.
   Undated. "There it is . . . The Skysoldier special issue."

13-4 *Rendezvous With Destiny* (101st Airborne Division - Airmobile)
   Spring 1970.
   Summer 1970.

13-5 *Thunder* (25th Infantry Division - "Tropic Lightning")
   Vol. 1, No. 1. Fall 1968.
   Vol. 1, No. 4. Summer 1969.

**Box 14**

14-1 *Army* (Association of the US Army: "A status report on the US Army")
14-2 Airman (US Air force)

14-3 The Air Cavalry Division (1st Air Cavalry Division)

Hurricane (11th Field Force, Vietnam)
   Issue Nos: 1, 11, 14, 16, 22-35.

14-4 ember 1967 - October 1969

Box 15

15-1 ember 1969 - February 1970
15-3 ugust 1970 - September 1970

Miscellaneous
   Spring 1970: Dynamo (1st Logistical Command).

Box 16

16-1
   November 1970: Vol. 25, No. 11. Army Digest (Department of the Army).

   -OVERSIZE- (shelved in separate location)
Newspaper title listed, as well as issuing branch in parentheses.

Cavalair (1st Cavalry Division)
   Nos. 61, 68, 80, 82, 83, 85, 87, 90, 92-94, 96-98, 100.
   Nos. 19, 24, 27, 38, 42, 44, 45.

Army Reporter (USARV)
August 1970. Volume 6, Nos. 31, 32, 47, unnumbered.

Black Horse (11th Armored Cavalry Division)

Fire Base 173 (173d Airborne Division)

Observer (MACV)

Redcatcher (199th Light Infantry)
Volume 1, Nos. 1-2, 5-6, 8-24
Volume 2, Nos. 1, 4, 6, 10-14, 16.

Tropic Lightning News (25th Infantry Division)
Undated. Orientation Issue.
Volume 5, Nos. 3, 13, 14, 16, 20, 21, 24, 27, 30, 31, 33-43.

Stars & Stripes


Ramparts
A left-wing magazine published from 1962-1975 that began as a secular publication aimed at liberal Catholics. Edited by David Horowitz, author of the recently published Radical Son (1998), telling of his journey from 1960’s ultra-liberalism to the capitalist right. The magazine broke many new stories of the 1960s, worked closely with the leaders of the Black Panther movement, and was able to obtain sole US publishing rights to Che Guevara's diary from the Cuban government after his death in Bolivia. Some issues contain newspaper clippings, mostly related to the subject of that month's magazine. In keeping with the order of the magazine collection, the clippings and any miscellaneous ephemera are included with that particular issue. Subjects in the particular issue are listed after month, and any clippings found are listed by headline.

1965

16-2

October: Vatican Council, Cyprus
Clippings: Viet-Cong talks urged by ex-GI, Right Now Revolution won't work.
Clippings: Ramparts magazine offices ransacked.

1966

January: Atheism, Chanukah, War photography.

16-3

April: Michigan University and Thailand, Marshall McLuhan, LSD & art, Father Camilo Torres.
Clippings: A guerilla dies (Luis Tureios), Univ. of Michigan aids Thailand research on curbing rebels, understanding McLuhan.
Clippings: Spain arrests leftist duchess leading protest march.
July: CIA, Vietcong identity (by Jean Lacouture), Chavez and the Delano Revolution.
Clippings: Thailand next? Cardinal Spellman again tells GIs in Vietnam they are defending civilization, The anti-war crusade.
Miscellany: September 16, 1966 letter to David J. Martin from US Senator Jacob K. Javits regarding a Ramparts article on Vietnam. Also included is a copy of the US Army statement on the contents of the article and a statement by Javits on his views concerning Vietnam.
August: Eldridge Cleaver's letter from prison, Napalm voodoo, University of Pennsylvania & US Military.
Clippings: Germ warfare work at Penn protested, Penn dropping 2 war projects, student paper in Michigan attacks military aid.

16-4

October (2 copies): Birth of Black power, Adolf Eichman, California election, Ronald Reagan, How to talk to Mr. Ho (by Jean Lacouture).
December: Spies in the Sky, South America, Biological Recovery. 1967

Box17

17-1

Clippings: Ramparts: A bomb in every issue, Pike agrees to delay of hearing, Civilian victims of South Vietnam, War-maimed children may come to US, Minuteman's leader sentenced to forty years, Hiroshima
group seeks to aid war victims.
February: Political portrait of RFK, Letter from jail, The defense intellectuals,
J. L. Borges Poems.
   Clippings: Researchers aid Thailand rebel fight, A talk with McNamara,
   Good news for the girl watchers, 3 senators tour migrant housing, RFK
   & Reagan, LBJ-RFK feud. RFK encourages halt to bombing, Kennedy
   anti-bomb talk upsets Saigon officials, Who thinks in a think tank
   (RAND corporation).
March: Social History of Hippies, NSA & CIA, Passamaquoddy Indians, Sartre
   & Marx.
   Clippings: L.I.U. announces new Polk prizes.

17-2
April: Stokely Carmichael, Sanctuary in Canada, America the Raped Pt I.
   Clippings: Slesinger: RFK not likely to run for presidency in '68,
   Lawsuit in Ramparts fight off at least for weekend, The war that grew,
   Who's in charge here.
May: Lord Russell, Wartime Washington, Martin Luther King on 'Nam,
   America the Raped Pt. II.
   Clippings: Turning point, New Left convention will seek to defeat
   Johnson, Ramparts editor named president by stockholders, Western
   visitor speaks with two US prisoners in Hanoi, Schoenman vs. Lenin,
   Russell inquiry (16 clippings), Foreign Affairs: a corpse on horseback,
   Cong Ambush US convoy, Law group accuses US over bombing,
   Martin Luther King (3 clippings), DDT levels, Held Wildlife threat,
   Doctor Spock.
   Democracy.
   Clippings: $57 million defoliants ordered by Pentagon, Mind drug
   tested as combat weapon, Greece: Like a patient etherized upon a table,
   Books of the Times: Ventures into the ecology of the absurd, The
   Ramparts story.

17-3
July: Israel, The Generals, Abortions, Levy Trial
   Clippings: New politics group urges end to the draft, 1968 presidential
   race (3 clippings), Appeasing Negro extremists, Orwell at Chicago,
   Whites & Negroes split at New politics party, Political race: Trouble on
   the 'New Left.'
September: Black Guerrillas, Regis Debray, B. Traven. Clippings: Regis
   Debray arrest and conviction (5 clippings), Latin American revolutions (3
   clippings), Negro press nomination of indicted militant (Huey Newton).
October: John Lennon, B. Traven, Andreas Papandreou, The Spectre of Che
   Guevara.
   Clippings: Two biographies of The Beatles rushed to stores, Che's death
   (27 clippings), Arms aid to Greece (3 clippings), How I won the war (2
clippings).

Box 18

18-1


Clippings: 4 Ramparts aids burn draft cards, 320 Law students vow draft defiance, Israel's peacemaker, ads for 'The Man who Cried I am.'

December (2 copies): The draft & Vietnam, Black Separatism, Smetane and The Beatles.

Clippings: 4 Ramparts editors facing draft card burning prosecution.

1968


18-2

February: Women power, Jean Paul Sartre on Genocide, Police State, march on the Pentagon.

Clippings: Ramparts is changing to a bi-weekly publication, Ramparts issue held up by finances, book review: Eldridge Cleaver's 'Soul on Ice.'

March: The Death of Che, The two Koreas, Mao's China.

Clippings: Guevara spoke with CIA man two hours before his death, Speech in Algiers.

May: The execution of Dr. King, Eldridge Cleaver, The White Olympics.

Clippings: The Black Rebel who whitelists the Olympics, The spirit of the Olympics, Cleaver on Coalition, SNCC breaks ties with Stokely Carmichael.

15 June: The siege of Columbia, Letters from Jail by Eldridge Cleaver, Rocky the Cop.

Clippings: The harsh legacy of the class of '68, Pearson: world conspiracy, PBA calls for 100% law enforcement, Rights group assail demands of new police unit.

18-3

13 July (2 copies): Le Roi Jones, Humphrey, Assassination, Black Panthers.

Clippings: Huey Newton trial (16 clippings), After the revolution, couture asks questions, Saigon will fall in the dry season, Lynd - voice of left now teacher in movement, A militant white victor in Newark, Carmichael is reported buying $70,000 home, Sprightly African magazine has wide appeal.


Clippings: Death of Che and his diary (14 clippings).
Box 19

19-1

10 August: Pornography, Anatomy, Algiers Motel, Beyond Bobby.
  Clippings: Hanoi shows restraint, Marijuana is called harmful by 2 medical groups, One night in Detroit, New Hersey book is called 'prejudicial' to trial.
24 August: Berkeley, Tiny Tim, Ferlinghetti, Clark Clifford.
7 September: Assassination, Chicago, Biafra, Bugging.
17 November: Selections from Huey Newton's biography by Bobby Seale, 'Scab' Teachers, Nixon, Humphrey.
  Clippings: Black militants: More ice for Cleaver, Cleaver search turns to Montreal.
30 November: 1968 Olympics, Woody Guthrie, Living theater, Big Brother.
14 December: Eldridge Cleaver, S. F. State, Cuban pop art, Litton. 1969

19-2

April: Sontag's Cuba, Radical Seder, de Kooning's women.
  Clippings: Panther inquiry sought on coast, Cleaver refused appeal on parole, financial woes beset Ramparts, Castro laments rise of Cuban prostitution.
May: Ben Shahn, Cuba's revolutionary medicine, Potnoy's compliance, The other Isadora.
June: Nerve gas, Rock for sale, The Black CIA, Heart transplants.
July: Sontag's Sweden, Ireland's Niggers, The war comes home to Beallsville Ohio.
August: A short play on sex, From post-war Berkeley.

19-3

September: Eldridge Cleaver: 3 notes from exile, eco-catastrophe, Howard Gossage.
  Clippings: Panther's school in Brooklyn indoctrinates young, Cleaver attributes paranoia about whites to Carmichael, Old con, Black Panther, Brilliant writer and quintessential American.
Miscellany: Four pamphlets on DDT.
November: The Black Moochie Part II: Eldridge Cleaver, Oil in Santa Barbara, Eulogy to Ho Chi Minh, After the Olympics: buying off protest.
December: Germ warfare, Women's liberation, Chuck Berry.

1970

Clippings: Another 'no' to a challenge on the Vietnam War
Miscellany: July/August war resisters league newsletter.
February: The Red Man's Burden (by Peter Collier), Private Weise: Deserter,
The private war in Laos, Argentinian art.

Box 20
20-1
March: Inside Cuba, Requiem for Kerouac, The Rolling Stones at Altamont,
Bertrand Russell, Torture in Greece.
May: Ecology special, California water plan.
Clippings: Jury convicts 4 in Bank burning.
June: Women and Marcusism, Bobby Seale's own story, Vietnamization of
Laos, Puerto Rico: Our backyard colony.
Clippings: Lethal nerve gas in Vietnam changed US role in Laos. July:
The first complete account of the Chicago Conspiracy trial.
August: Letter from Camp Venceremos, Abortion and the Law, The road to

20-2
September: Ford and La Raza, Huey Newton interview, Workers against war,
apologies to the Cherokees.
October: Belfast, The young lords, The Berkeley mafia, The Urban guerrilla in
Brazil, Peace in the Middle East.
December: The Independent female, Businessmen against the war, Castro on
the contradictions in Cuba, Interview with Jean Paul Sartre.

1971
March: Poland, People's art, Polaroid and South Africa, Los Siet de la Raza,
The greening of America.

Dispatch
20-3
Volume I
No. 3 - January 1, 1969 (2 copies): Thieu tactics perplex Saigon populace.
No. 5 - February 25, 1969: Why do I want peace?
No. 6 - March 25, 1969: Hue Today, by Trinh Cong Son.
No. 7 - April 25, 1969: Taiwan: A land of progress and uncertainty.
No. 8 - June 1, 1969: Drama goes to war.

Win
Published in New York City by the War Resisters League in cooperation with the New
York Workshop in Nonviolence. A member of the "Underground Press Syndicate and
Liberation News Service."
May 1, 1968: Special Prison Issue.
January 1, 1969: Alternatives.
September 1, 1969: The draft, Biafra.
October 1, 1969: Woodstock.
November 1, 1969: Farm Revolution.
December 1, 1969: The GI issue.
December 15, 1969: Mobilization in DC.

Box 21

21-1
February 1, 1970: Weather-Reports mobilization.
March 1, 1970: Conspiracy.
April 1, 1970: War tax resistance.
June 15, 1970: Cambodia, Kent.

21-2
March 1972 (6 copies): The complete collection of political documents ripped off from the FBI office in Media, PA on March 8, 1971.

21-3

*The Center Magazine*
Published by the Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions.

21-4
Volume I
No. 1, October/November 1967: Pacem in Terris II - The Public Relations of Peace.
No. 2, January 1968: The University - Mask for Privilege?
22-1
No. 5, July 1968: East-West.
No. 6, September 1968: That Third World.

22-2
Volume II
No. 2, March 1969: Bringing science under law, by Harvey Wheeler.

Center Occasional Papers

22-3
Volume I
No. 1, Students and Society: Report on a conference.
No. 2, So reason can rule: The Constitution revisited.
No. 4, Vietnam: Matters for the Agenda.

Volume II
No. 4, The progress of Peoples: Toward a theory and policy of development with external aid.

Miscellaneous

22-4

Box 23

23-1
October 18, 1968. Rolling Stone: Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young, the Fifties.

23-2
Undated. Annotated bibliography of books on various Vietnam War topics. 17 pp.

*Miscellaneous (Japan)*
Collected during Warner's leave in Japan during the Fall of 1970.

23-3
Fall 1970. "Japan and the Orient." Published by the Japan Travel Bureau. 120 pp.
Undated. "History about the hotel "Ikumatsu" in Kyoto. 1 p.
Undated. "Buy in Kyoto." Published by the Kyoto Pioneer Merchants Association. 60 pp. Undated. Kyoto visitor's map. Published by the Kyoto City Tourist Association.
Undated. Map of Kyoto.
Undated. Yen Conversion table.
Undated. Kyoto city exposition subway map.
Undated. Visitors map for the "Zen garden of Ryoanji Temple."

*Miscellaneous (AP News Reports)*
One-page morning and evening news reports issued by the Associated Press.

23-4

**Box 24**

**Series XVII. Artifacts: May-June 1970, undated.**

24-1
*Shipping Materials:* Eight manilla envelopes used to ship materials home to Skillman, NJ, from May - June 1970.

24-2
Army Issue Pack: Belonged to Warner and marked in ball-point pen "Lt. Shoe."
Undated.

**Box 25**
Series XVIII. Photographic Materials

Black & White negatives (35 mm)
25-1 # 1985 - 2006
25-2 # 2007 - 2020
25-3 # 2021 - 2033
25-4 # 2034 - 2050

Box26

Black & White negatives (35 mm)
26-1 # 2052 - 2069
26-2 # 2071 - 2091
26-3 Copy negatives

Box27

27-1 Color slides (unmounted)

Box28

28-1 Sheets # 1971 - 2091
28-2 graphs # 1457 - 1579

Box 29

29-1 graphs #1580 - 1663
29-2 graphs # 1664 - 1766

Box30

30-1 graphs # 1767 - 1856
30-2 graphs # 1857 – 1970
30-3 plaque – Military Order of the Purple Heart (added as an addendum by Victoria Warner, Stephen’s sister 6-2-2018)

Box31

Framed State of New Jersey Distinguished Service Medal and Citation awarded to Specialist Four Stephen H. Warner by Governor Chris Christie (addendum 6-2-2018)